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Abstract The textures and accretion ages of chondrites have been used to argue that their parent
asteroids never differentiated. Without a core, undifferentiated planetesimals could not have generated
magnetic fields through dynamo activity, so chondrites are not expected to have experienced such fields.
However, the magnetic remanence carried by the CV chondrites is consistent with dynamo-generated
fields, hinting that partially differentiated asteroids consisting of an unmelted crust atop a differentiated
interior may exist. Here, we test this hypothesis by applying synchrotron X-ray microscopy to metallic veins
in the slowly cooled H6 chondrite Portales Valley. The magnetic remanence carried by nanostructures
in these veins indicates that this meteorite recorded a magnetic field over a period of tens to hundreds of
years at ∼100 Myr after solar system formation. These properties are inconsistent with external field
sources such as the nebula, solar wind, or impacts, but are consistent with dynamo-generated fields,
indicating that the H chondrite parent body contained an advecting metallic core and was therefore
partially differentiated. We calculate the thermal evolution of the chondritic portions of partially
differentiated asteroids that form through incremental accretion across 105 to 106 years, finding this can
agree with the measured ages and cooling rates of multiple H chondrites. We also predict that the cores of
these bodies could have been partially liquid and feasibly generating a dynamo at 100 Myr after solar
system formation. These observations contribute to a growing body of evidence supporting a spectrum of
internal differentiation within some asteroids with primitive surfaces.

Plain Language Summary Asteroids formed during the first few million years of the solar
system through the accretion of billions of millimeter-sized solids. If this process occurred within the first
∼2 Myr of the solar system, the asteroid is thought to have partially melted, while if it occurred after this
time, the asteroid is thought to have remained completely unmelted. Partial melting is an easy mechanism
allowing an asteroid to differentiate into a rocky mantle and metallic core. Recently, this discrete
nature of asteroid melting has been challenged by magnetic measurements of a group of unmelted
meteorites that suggest they experienced magnetic fields generated in an asteroid core, hinting that their
parent asteroid contained both melted and unmelted material and was therefore partially differentiated.
Here, we show that a previously unmeasured type of unmelted meteorite recorded a magnetic field over
a period of tens to hundreds of years at ∼100 million years after solar system formation. These timings
make this a particularly robust observation that some unmelted meteorites experienced dynamo fields
and originate from partially differentiated asteroids. This observation favors the episodic formation of
some asteroids, potentially impacting our understanding of the thermal and structural history of the first
planetary bodies in our solar system.

1. Introduction
Meteorites are classified into two primary petrographic types: chondrites, which are aggregates of nebular
materials that remained unmelted on their parent planetesimals, and achondrites, which are the prod-
ucts of planetesimal melting processes (Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013). A planetesimal's thermal history and
lithology depend predominantly on the time that it accreted. This parameter controls the concentration of
short-lived radionuclides (principally 26Al, which has a half-life of ∼0.7 Myr) incorporated into the body
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and hence the amount of radiogenic heating it experiences. Thermal evolution models assuming instanta-
neous accretion predict that early accreted bodies (≲2 Myr after the formation of calcium-aluminum-rich
inclusions [CAIs]) partially melted and differentiated into a rocky mantle and metallic core, whereas bodies
that accreted even slightly later (≳2 Myr after CAI formation) remained unmelted and entirely undifferen-
tiated (Hevey & Sanders, 2006). Combined with the common central assumption that groups of meteorites
with similar chemical and isotopic signatures are samples of separate bodies, this predicted bimodality in
planetesimal differentiation motivated the paradigm that chondrite and achondrite groups originate from
distinct undifferentiated and differentiated bodies, respectively (Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013).

Recently, the discrete nature of asteroid differentiation has been challenged by paleomagnetic measure-
ments of CV chondrites, which argue that the postaccretional unidirectional natural remanent magnetiza-
tion (NRM) carried by these meteorites is the product of magnetic fields generated by core dynamo activity
(Carporzen et al., 2011; Fu et al., 2014; Gattacceca et al., 2016; Shah et al., 2017). This observation implies that
the parent bodies of some chondrites were partially differentiated, consisting of a variably metamorphosed,
but unmelted, chondritic crust atop a melted interior that contains an advecting metallic core (Elkins-Tanton
et al., 2011). Thermal evolution models suggest that such partially differentiated bodies likely began form-
ing when 26Al was abundant (i.e., ≲2 Myr after CAI formation) and continued to accrete material (possibly
episodically) for perhaps 0.5–4 Myr. These models also suggest that these bodies could have generated early
(within the first ∼5–15 Myr after CAI formation) magnetic fields (Bryson et al., 2019; Elkins-Tanton et al.,
2011). However, the multistage and relatively poorly constrained thermal and aqueous alteration histories
of CV chondrites as well as the antiquity of their NRM (likely recorded within 10 Myr of CAI formation,
not long after nebula dissipation; Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013) have motivated alternative hypotheses for
the origin of their NRM other than core dynamo activity. These hypotheses include the early solar wind
(Tarduno et al., 2017; although see Oran et al., 2018), the solar nebula (Cisowski, 1987), and/or transient
impact-produced plasmas (Muxworthy et al., 2017).

A robust test of the hypothesis that some chondrites could have been magnetized by dynamo fields and that
their parent bodies could have been partially differentiated would be to identify a stable NRM in a chondrite
that underwent well-constrained and prolonged cooling over tens to hundreds of millions of years. This
chondrite would have recorded its NRM long after nebula dissipation (only existed within the first <3.8–4.8
Myr; Wang et al., 2017), cooled slowly enough that quick variations in the solar wind field (timescale of
days) produce a very weak time-averaged intensity (<3.5 nT; Oran et al., 2018) and cooled negligibly within
the extremely brief lifetime of impact-generated fields on asteroid-sized bodies (<10 s; Crawford & Schultz,
2000). Compared to the CV chondrites, it is considerably less likely that this slowly cooled chondrite could
have been magnetized by an external field. Instead, this chondrite is much more likely to have been magne-
tized by core dynamo fields, which are predicted to have been generated tens to hundreds of million years
after CAI formation and for periods of possibly tens of million years (Bryson et al., 2015; Nimmo, 2009).
Hence, the observation of a young and long-lived remanence in a chondrite would provide robust evidence
that its parent asteroid contained a core and was therefore partially differentiated. With this motivation,
we present paleomagnetic measurements of the relatively young (the measured 40Ar-39Ar ages of two Por-
tales Valley samples are 90 ± 11 and 109 ± 14 Myr after CAI formation, which corresponds to the time the
meteorite cooled through∼330 and∼230 ◦C, respectively; Bogard & Garrison, 2009) and slowly cooled (met-
allographic cooling rate of 25 ◦C/Myr at ∼500 ◦C; Scott et al., 2014) H6 ordinary chondrite metal-silicate
breccia Portales Valley (Ruzicka et al., 2005). This meteorite contains annealed microstructural evidence
that it experienced an early impact when it was at a temperature >800–1000 ◦C (Rubin, 2004; Ruzicka et al.,
2015), after which it remained essentially unshocked (did not experience shock pressures >5 GPa) during
subsequent slow cooling (Scott et al., 2014; Stöffler et al., 1991). Portales Valley was therefore above the Curie
temperature of any magnetic phases found in this meteorite (Rochette et al., 2003, 2008) when it last expe-
rienced a significant impact, further ruling out the possibility that any stable NRM in Portales Valley is the
produce of an impact-generated field. Portales Valley therefore provides us with an opportunity to examine
the possibility that some chondrites were magnetized by late-stage magnetic fields and that some chondrite
parent bodies were partially differentiated.

Although ordinary chondrites make up∼75% of meteorites, they have largely evaded reliable paleomagnetic
study until now because their magnetic mineralogy is dominated by magnetically unstable multidomain
grains and/or strongly magnetostatically interacting assemblages (Gattacceca et al., 2014). Portales Valley
is unique among ordinary chondrites as it is composed of approximately equal portions of partially melted
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silicates and centimeter-sized Fe-Ni veins. These metal veins contain microstructures that formed during
low-temperature recrystallization upon slow cooling (Scott et al., 2014). One component of these microstruc-
tures is the cloudy zone (CZ), a nanoscale intergrowth of islands of tetrataenite (tetragonal, chemically
ordered Fe0.5Ni0.5) and an Fe-rich matrix phase (Uehara et al., 2011). Tetrataenite is an extremely magnet-
ically hard mineral (intrinsic coercivity >2 T) whose [001] magnetic easy axis forms along one of the three
[100] axes of the parent taenite phase (Néel et al., 1964). The presence of a magnetic field during tetrataen-
ite ordering has been proposed to have imparted a remanence to the CZ by influencing the proportions
of each of the [100] axes of the parent taenite that become the [001] magnetic easy axis of the tetrataen-
ite (Bryson, Church, et al., 2014). The magnetization of the CZ can be studied in isolation from the bulk
magnetization of a metal-rich meteorite using X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM; Bryson,
Herrero-Albillos et al., 2014). This technique provides images of the CZ magnetization from which the dis-
tribution of the easy axes among the tetrataenite islands and the properties of a magnetic field experienced
by metal-rich meteorites can be estimated. XPEEM has previously been used to constrain the magnetic his-
tory of the main-group pallasites (Bryson et al., 2015; Nichols et al., 2016) and the IVA (Bryson et al., 2017),
IAB (Nichols et al., 2016), and IIE (Maurel et al., 2018) iron meteorites.

Here, we apply XPEEM to the metal veins in Portales Valley with the aim of identifying whether this mete-
orite experienced a magnetic field when the tetrataenite islands in its CZ chemically ordered and using our
observations to constrain the differentiated state of its parent body. We complement these measurements
with a suite of asteroid thermal evolution models aimed at identifying whether the thermal evolution of par-
tially differentiated bodies are consistent with measured thermal history of multiple H chondrites and the
generation of a late-stage planetary magnetic field through dynamo activity.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. General Petrographic Description
Portales Valley is a unique chondrite that consists of partially melted silicates and centimeter-sized Fe-Ni
veins. Both of these components bear strong elemental and isotopic similarities to the H chondrites, indicat-
ing that the protolith of Portales Valley was H chondrite material (Ruzicka et al., 2005). However, Portales
Valley differs from other H chondrites because it reached higher peak metamorphic temperatures (940 -
1150 ◦C; Ruzicka et al., 2005). Portales Valley contains annealed evidence of an early shock event (likely
S3–S6; Rubin, 2004) that occurred when the meteorite was at high temperature (>800–1000 ◦C; Ruzicka
et al., 2015). This observation led Ruzicka et al. (2005) to propose that the metal veins in this meteorite could
have formed when stresses from this impact separated molten metal from partially molten silicates. There is
no requirement from geochemical observations for the addition of a significant amount of heat to the mete-
orite during this impact, meaning that it is possible that the partial melting of Portales Valley could have
been the result of endogenic heat from 26Al decay (Ruzicka et al., 2005). If so, the petrography of Portales
Valley would be evidence for the partial differentiation of its parent body. However, it is also possible that
this impact added some heat to this meteorite, which, on top of the endogenic heat, could have caused its
partial melting.

2.2. Magnetic Mineralogy
A series of microstructures form in meteoritic metal during slow cooling. These microstructures start form-
ing on cooling through ∼900 ◦C when lamellae of the Ni-poor phase kamacite nucleate and grow out of the
parent taenite phase. Ni is rejected from these lamellae as they grow, introducing a Ni gradient in the adja-
cent taenite that varies from∼50% Ni immediately adjacent to the kamacite lamellae down to the bulk metal
Ni concentration (∼7% Ni in Portales Valley; Ruzicka et al., 2005) over 10–20 μm (Uehara et al., 2011). The
gradient of this Ni zoning indicates that Portales Valley cooled at 25 ◦C/Myr through ∼500 ◦C (Scott et al.,
2014).

On cooling below 320 ◦C, pure tetrataenite forms as a rim adjacent to the kamacite lamellae at Ni compo-
sitions between ∼50% and 42% (Goldstein et al., 2009). This rim forms from the same parent taenite as that
of the CZ and contains large (>1 μm) twin domains, each consisting of one of the three different possible
tetrataenite easy axes (Bryson, Herrero-Albillos et al., 2014). The CZ forms adjacent to the rim at Ni con-
centrations between ∼42% and <25% via spinodal decomposition (Maurel et al., 2019). This process starts at
∼400 ◦C and decreases in temperature as the Ni concentration decreases (Uehara et al., 2011). The islands
that form at higher Ni concentration (those closer to the rim) therefore formed at higher temperatures and
earlier times than those that formed at lower Ni concentration (those further from the rim). This Ni concen-
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tration gradient also leads to a decrease in island size across the width of the CZ (Maurel et al., 2019). The
similarity in the diameter of the largest islands in the CZ in both the silicate-rich portion (109 ± 5.2 nm) and
the metal veins (106.3 ± 7.1 nm) in Portales Valley indicate that these two constituents cooled at a single
rate at temperatures below ∼400 ◦C (Scott et al., 2014). The weighted average diameter of the CZ islands in
both constituents of the Portales Valley is 108 nm (Scott et al., 2014).

Islands that form at temperatures between 400 and 320 ◦C do so as taenite and order to form tetrataenite as
the meteorite cools through 320 ◦C (Einsle et al., 2018). Recent micromagnetic modeling (Einsle et al., 2018)
demonstrates that these islands recorded a new chemical transformation remanent magnetization during
ordering and that this remanence is independent of the magnetic state of the parent taenite. Consequently,
all the islands that had formed before a meteorite reached 320 ◦C will have recorded a new remanence dur-
ing ordering at the same time. The remanence across the width of the CZ is therefore unlikely to reflect a
time-resolved record of dynamo activity over millions of years as previously thought (Bryson et al., 2015;
Nichols et al., 2016, 2018). Prior to this transition, these larger islands adopted vortex domain states, mean-
ing they experienced relatively weak magnetostatic interaction fields (Einsle et al., 2018). Finer islands that
formed at temperatures<320 ◦C likely did so as single-domain tetrataenite, causing them to experience more
intense interaction fields that possibly strongly favored one easy axis among these islands (Bryson, Church,
et al., 2014; Einsle et al., 2018). We intentionally do not analyze these fine islands due to these intense inter-
actions. The tetrataenite ordering temperature is similar to the 40Ar-39Ar closure temperature of Portales
Valley (∼330–230 ◦C; Bogard & Garrison, 2009), indicating that the CZ in this meteorite recorded its NRM
∼100 Myr after CAI formation. The measured rate of tetrataenite disordering at 320 ◦C is certainly ≫11 days
and probably ∼30–300 years (Dos Santos et al., 2015). These disordering timescales indicate that tetrataen-
ite ordering lasted for at least this period and was possibly longer as the rate of change in order parameter in
binary alloys is often slower during ordering than disordering (e.g., Morris et al., 1974). Remanence acquisi-
tion therefore occurred over a long time period relative to the duration of impact-generated fields (Crawford
& Schultz, 2000) and the rate of change of the solar wind field (Oran et al., 2018).

The volume of the islands at the time that they ordered has been suggested to have played a significant role in
the proportions of each of the possible easy axes that form among the CZ for a given field intensity (Berndt,
et al., 2016; Bryson, Church, et al., 2014). Through modeling spinodal decomposition, Maurel et al. (2019)
found that islands had a radius of ∼78% of their present-day value when the CZ cooled through 320 ◦C for
bulk CZ Ni concentrations of ∼40%. This value is far larger than the thermal blocking volume of tetrataenite
(which corresponds to a radius of 4 nm), greatly reducing the number of islands required for estimates of the
paleofield properties at 95% confidence from previous estimates of ∼100,000 (Berndt et al., 2016, see section
4.1). We present paleofield properties using an island volume corresponding to a radius of 42 nm (78% of the
weighted average present-day radius of the largest islands). The island size decreases across the CZ; however,
the rate at which this occurs in our specific sample depends on the relative orientations of the surface we
imaged and the kamacite lamellae. Regardless, our adopted radius is likely an overestimate of the average
island size across the regions we analyzed, meaning that our paleointensity estimates are lower limits.

2.3. X-ray Photoelectron Emission Microscopy
We obtained a sample of Portales Valley from the Natural History Museum, London (sample number BM
1999,M.50) that contained both the silicate- and metal-rich portions of this meteorite. We captured XPEEM
images at multiple locations along two separate CZ-bearing interfaces (termed interface A and B, separated
by ∼6 mm, Figure 1) at beamline 11.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Labo-
ratory. We imaged interface A in August 2015 during “two-bunch” synchrotron operation and interface B
in February 2016 during normal synchrotron operation. Prior to XPEEM measurements, we sputtered our
subsample with Ar ions (8 hr at 1.2 keV, followed by 8 hr at 0.8 keV, and finally 1 hr at 0.6 keV) under ultra-
high vacuum at the beamline to ensure the surface was clean and to remove an ∼80-nm thick magnetically
soft layer that was introduced during polishing (Bryson, Church, et al., 2014; Bryson, Herrero-Albillos, et al.,
2014).

The magnetic contrast in our XPEEM images is provided by X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD),
whereby the efficiency of electron ejection from the sample's surface by circularly polarized X-rays depends
on the relative orientation of the local magnetic moment and the X-ray beam (Bryson, Herrero-Albillos
et al., 2014). Once ejected from the sample surface, the electrons pass through a series of focusing lenses to
generate a map of the local projection of the surface magnetic moment onto the X-ray beam direction. This
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Figure 1. Optical microscopy image of the interfaces we measured in our sample of Portales Valley. The sample had
been etched with 2% nital for 20 s prior to imaging to highlight the microstructures. The area of the cloudy zone (CZ)
along interfaces A and B that we measured are labeled with colored boxes.

technique probes the magnetization of the top ∼5 nm of the sample. The XPEEM intensity, I, is calculated
as the difference between images captured with right, IR, and left, IL, circular polarized X-rays, divided by
the sum of these images:

I =
IR − IL

IR + IL
(1)

We present I rather than IR or IL because I is independent of the sample's composition and minimizes effects
of fluctuations in beam intensity. Blue and red signals in our XPEEM images correspond to positive and
negative projections of the local magnetic moment onto the X-ray beam direction, respectively. We adopted
a new experimental procedure during both beamtimes where we imaged each location at three orientations
of the sample with respect to the X-ray beam. This methodology allowed us for the first time to directly
estimate the direction and intensity of the ancient field experienced by the CZ, improving upon single field
component and paleointensity lower limits presented in previous studies that imaged samples at only one
sample orientation with respect to the X-ray beam (Bryson et al., 2015, 2017; Nichols et al., 2016, 2018). We
achieved this by rotating the sample by ∼120◦ around an axis perpendicular to its surface between measure-
ments. Assuming the average proportion of each easy axis among a large number of CZ islands is dominated
by the energy of that direction in a magnetic field with a given orientation and thermal fluctuations, the
XMCD signal averaged over a region of the CZ, IA, can be expressed as

IA =
Ixe

MsVBx
kBT0 + I−xe

−MsVBx
kBT0 + I𝑦e

MsVB𝑦
kBT0 + I−𝑦e

−MsVB𝑦
kBT0 + Ize

MsVBz
kBT0 + I−ze

−MsVBz
kBT0

e
MsVBx
kBT0 + e

−MsVBx
kBT0 + e

MsVB𝑦
kBT0 + e

−MsVB𝑦
kBT0 + e

MsVBz
kBT0 + e

−MsVBz
kBT0

(2)

where x, y, and z are the three possible tetrataenite easy axes; Ix, I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz, and I−z are the XMCD inten-
sities of the three pairs of possible tetrataenite magnetization directions extracted from the tetrataenite rim
corresponding to the easy axes; Bx, By, and Bz are the components of the paleofield intensity along the easy
axes; T0 is the tetrataenite ordering temperature (320 ◦C); V is the mean volume of an island at T0; MS is
the saturation magnetization of tetrataenite at T0 (1.12 × 106 A/m); and kB is Boltzmann's constant (Bryson,
Church, et al., 2014). This expression assumes that islands are magnetically noninteracting; the errors and
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uncertainties introduced by this assumption are discussed in section 4.1. The domains in the tetrataenite
rim are typically >1 μm along their longest dimension and display uniform values of Ix, I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz, and
I−z providing a means of reliably extracting these values from our XPEEM images (Figure S1). We extracted
these values from as many images as possible (the tetrataenite rims in some locations did not contain all six
of these values), from which we calculated an average value of each of these intensities and used these aver-
ages values to recover paleointensities. For typical values of V (∼5 × 10−21 to 5 × 10−24 m3) and Bx, By, and
Bz (∼1–100 μT), IA can be approximated as

IA ≈
MsV

6kBT0

((
I−x − Ix

)
Bx +

(
I−𝑦 − I𝑦

)
B𝑦 +

(
I−z − Iz

)
Bz
)
+ 1

6
(

Ix + I−x + I𝑦 + I−𝑦 + Iz + I−z
)

(3)

Rotating a sample about an axis perpendicular to the surface changes the orientation of the X-ray beam with
respect to the tetrataenite easy axes such that the values of Ix, I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz, and I−z all change, while the
paleofield components Bx, By, and Bz remain constant by definition. In this second rotation, the value of the
average XMCD intensity, I′A, can be approximated as

I′A ≈
MsV

6kBTo

((
I′−x − I′x

)
Bx +

(
I′−𝑦 − I′

𝑦

)
B𝑦 +

(
I′−z − I′z

)
Bz

)
+ 1

6

(
I′x + I′−x + I′

𝑦
+ I′−𝑦 + I′z + I′−z

)
(4)

where I′x, I′−x, I′
𝑦
, I′−𝑦, I′z, and I′−z are the XMCD intensities extracted from the tetrataenite rim in this second

rotation from the same domains as in the previous rotation. Finally, for a third sample orientation, the third
average XMCD intensity, I′′A , can be approximated as

I′′A ≈
MsV

6kBTo

((
I′′−x − I′′x

)
Bx +

(
I′′−𝑦 − I′′

𝑦

)
B𝑦 +

(
I′′−z − I′′z

)
Bz

)
+ 1

6

(
I′′x + I′′−x + I′′

𝑦
+ I′′−𝑦 + I′′z + I′′−z

)
(5)

where I′′x , I′′−x, I′′
𝑦

, I′′−𝑦, I′′z , and I′′−z are the XMCD intensities extracted from the tetrataenite rim in this third
rotation. We calculated Bx, By and Bz by solving equations (3)–(5) simultaneously using IA, I′A, I′′A values
extracted from one large region (∼9 μm × ∼2 μm) in the CZ starting adjacent to the tetrataenite rim at each
of our locations (Figure 2). We analyzed regions of this size to incorporate as many islands as possible that do
not display an XMCD signal indicating that their remanence has clearly been influenced by interactions that
favor one easy axis. Furthermore, as discussed in section 4.1, magnetostatic interactions likely influenced
the CZ remanence, so analyzing wide regions of the CZ that contain islands further from the rim that are
separated by relatively large distances compared to their size likely reduces the impact of these interactions
on our recovered paleofield properties.

We assessed the quality of all of the images we captured and disregarded any that contained detrimental
beam drift or sample tilting that defocused or introduced a background intensity ramp to the images. We
accepted 18 of the locations we imaged along interface A and 19 locations along interface B.

As mentioned earlier, the rate of island size decrease across the CZ along the interfaces we measured depends
on the orientation of our sample surface and the kamacite lamellae. If the lamellae and surface are nearly
parallel, the island size is essentially constant across the width of the CZ we analyzed. On the other hand,
if the lamellae and surface are perpendicular, previous studies (Bryson, Church, et al., 2014; Einsle et al.,
2018; Uehara et al., 2011) suggest that islands at a distance of ∼2 μm from the tetrataenite rim are ∼0.5 times
the size of those next to the rim (i.e., radius of 21 nm when they recorded a remanence in Portales Valley).
Assuming that the island radius is 42 nm across the width of the CZ that we analyzed and that the islands
occupy 90% of the CZ (Maurel et al., 2019) provides an estimate on the lower limit of the number of islands
we imaged along each interface of ∼47,000. Assuming an island radius of 21 nm across the width of the CZ
provides an estimate on the upper limit of the number of islands we imaged along each interface of∼190,000
(see section 4.1).

2.4. Asteroid Thermal Modeling
The thermal evolution of the H chondrite parent body has been constrained by a variety of thermochronome-
ters and cooling rate measurements on multiple H chondrites. Asteroid thermal evolution models have
demonstrated that undifferentiated but variably metamorphosed bodies are broadly compatible with these
data (Henke et al., 2013; Monnereau et al., 2013), although the existence of an onion-shell thermal structure
throughout the entire cooling history of the H chondrite parent body is debated (Blackburn et al., 2017; Scott
et al., 2014). A key test of the hypothesis that the H chondrite body was partially differentiated is that the
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Figure 2. XPEEM images of the cloudy zone (CZ) in our sample of Portales Valley. These images are representative of
the images we captured along interface A (left panels) and B (right panels). Images were acquired at three sample
rotations (top, middle, and bottom rows). The color depicts the XMCD intensity, with blue and red signals
corresponding to positive and negative projections along the X-ray beam direction (top right, constant across all
panels), respectively. The paleofield properties were calculated from the average XMCD intensity extracted from the
regions within the black boxes in each panel. The scale bars for all images from interfaces A and B are included in the
top panel for each interface. The kamacite, tetrataenite (TT) rim, and CZ are separated by gray lines. XPEEM = X-ray
photoemission electron microscopy; XMCD = X-ray magnetic circular dichroism.
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thermal evolution of such a body should be compatible with the available thermochronometry and cooling
rate data. To assess whether this could be the case, we performed one-dimensional models of the thermal
evolution of a spherical body that accreted in two discrete events (Bryson et al., 2019). The mathematical
description of our model and values of the parameters we adopted are detailed by Bryson et al. (2019). We
model the thermal evolution of a body that forms through instantaneous accretion of material with ther-
mal diffusivity 𝜅 = 9 × 10−7 m2 s−1 (Opeil et al., 2012) at time t1 with radius r1 that is covered at a later
time, t2, by a large number of cold chondrules that increase its radius to r2 (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011). This
process has been proposed as a likely growth mechanism for asteroids with radii >100 km (Johansen et al.,
2015). The initial body forms early enough that it can differentiate and form a core, and the later addition
of chondrules to its surface could result in a partially differentiated body if some of these chondrules sur-
vive metamorphism without melting. Our model is idealized and our intention is not to identify the exact
properties, thermal evolution or accretional history of the H chondrite parent asteroid but simply to assess
the feasibility that the modeled thermal evolutions of partially differentiated and undifferentiated bodies
are similarly consistent with the measured thermal evolutions of multiple H chondrites. If we demonstrate
that our accretion scenarios are compatible with measured ages and cooling rates, partial differentiation
should be considered as one potential model for the H chondrite parent body given that there are innumer-
able other possible gradual accretion scenarios with different accretion rates and durations that might also
produce these bodies (e.g., Lichtenberg et al., 2018).

We conducted 2,000 simulations with randomly chosen combinations of r1, t1, r2, and t2. Values of t1 were
chosen at random from a uniform distribution spanning 0.0–2.0 Myr after CAI formation, corresponding to
the period when the accreting material contained enough 26Al to partially melt. Values of t2 were chosen
between 2.0 and 4.5 Myr after CAI formation, corresponding to the period when the material added in the
second event was variably heated but not melted by 26Al decay. Values of r1 were chosen between 20 and
500 km and values of r2 were chosen between r1 +1 and 500 km. These radii ranges incorporate the smallest
bodies that could retain enough radiogenic heat to cause differentiation (Hevey & Sanders, 2006) and extend
up to the size of the largest asteroids in the asteroid belt at the present day.

We judged the quality of each random parameter combination by comparing the thermal evolutions at depth
throughout the added chondritic material to the measured ages of multiple H chondrites that have been
dated using multiple geochronological systems with different closure temperatures (Amelin et al., 2005; Bli-
nova et al., 2007; Bouvier et al., 2007; Kleine et al., 2008; Trieloff et al., 2003). We considered the 182Hf-182W,
207Pb-206Pb in silicates, 207Pb-206Pb in phosphates, 40Ar-39Ar and 244Pu-fission track ages measured from
the Richardton, Kernouvé, and Estacado H chondrites (Table S1 in the supporting information), and the
207Pb-206Pb in phosphates, 40Ar-39Ar, and 244Pu-fission track ages measured from Ste. Marguerite. We did
not consider the 182Hf-182W and 207Pb-206Pb in silicates ages measured from Ste. Marguerite as it has previ-
ously been argued that the peak metamorphic temperature experienced by this meteorite was insufficient to
reset these geochronological systems so they date chondrule formation rather than parent body metamor-
phism (Henke et al., 2013). Furthermore, we also considered the measured radiometric ages of the Forest
Vale, Nadiabondi, Allegan, Mt. Browne, and Guareña H chondrites (Table S1 in the supporting informa-
tion). However, due to the sparsity and/or uncertainty in their ages, these meteorites do not additionally
constrain the parent body properties or thermal evolution and consequently are only discussed further in
the supporting information.

For a given parameter combination, the depth within the chondritic layer that produced the thermal evo-
lution that closest matched the closure temperatures at the measured ages of a given meteorite is assigned
as the depth of that meteorite. We calculated the closeness of the thermal evolution at each depth, C, as
the sum of the square of the temperature difference between the model thermal evolutions, Tcalc, and the
closure temperatures, Tct, at the measured ages for a given meteorite:

C = Σ[(Tct − Tcalc)2] (6)

We present a total average residual value, R, calculated as the square root of the sum of the minimum close-
ness values, Cmin, for all four meteorites divided by the total number of measured ages, n, from all four
meteorites:

R =
√
ΣCmin

n
(7)
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Figure 3. Ancient field properties recovered from XPEEM images of
Portales Valley. (a) Stereographic projection showing the orientations of the
average paleofield recovered from both interfaces studied. The 95%
confidence interval along each interface calculated from the scatter in the
recovered paleodirections from the different locations along each interface
are included as the ellipses. Filled points and solid lines represent the lower
hemisphere of the stereoplot and open points and dashed lines represent
the upper hemisphere. (b) Lower limits on the paleointensities recovered
from both interfaces. The total 95% uncertainties are depicted by the error
bars (see section 4.1). The calculated 95% confidence limits on the possible
paleointensities that could be recovered from the absence of a field taken
from Figure 3 are included as a dark gray bar for 47,000 islands with a
radius of 42 nm and a light gray bar for 190,000 islands with a radius of 21
nm. Our recovered paleointensities are outside of these ranges, indicating
that the remanence we measure in Portales Valley is unlikely to correspond
to the absence of a field. XPEEM = X-ray photoemission electron
microscopy.

This value is a measure of the overall fit quality for a given parameter
combination, with lower values corresponding to better fits. The error
bars on the data points correspond to 95% confidence on the ages and
realistic estimates of the uncertainty in the closure temperatures (Henke
et al., 2013; Kleine et al., 2008; Monnereau et al., 2013). These ranges cre-
ate rectangular regions in age-closure temperature space through which
acceptable simulated thermal evolutions of each meteorite would ideally
pass. The total number of these rectangular regions from Ste. Marguerite,
Richardton, Kernouvé, and Estacado that are missed by their simu-
lated thermal evolution curve is termed the score, S, with lower values
corresponding to better fits to the measured thermal evolutions.

We also conducted thermal evolution models of undifferentiated bodies.
These models allowed us to compare the qualities of the fits recovered
from our partially differentiated model directly with those recovered from
equivalent models of undifferentiated bodies. The parameters and under-
lying mathematical description of the two models are identical (Bryson
et al., 2019). The undifferentiated models simply involved the produc-
tion and conduction of radiogenic heat from 26Al decay. We conducted
2,000 of these models with random combinations of accretion time, t,
ranging between 2.0 and 4.5 Myr after CAI formation and radius, r, rang-
ing between 20 and 500 km. We calculated R and S values for these
models through the same method as the partially differentiated model
and compared them with those calculated in the partially differentiated
model.

3. Results
3.1. X-ray Photoemission Electron Microscopy
Representative XPEEM images of the CZ along interface A and B at
all three sample rotations with respect to the X-ray beam are shown in
Figure 2. We extracted IA, I′A, and I′′A values from one large region (∼9 ×
2 μm, black boxes) of the CZ at all locations we analyzed. The paleodirec-
tions we recover from these values are within error of each other along
each interface accounting for the scatter in IA, I′A, and I′′A values from loca-

tion to location (Figure 3a). The recovered paleointensities are 19 ± 12 μT for interface A and 9 ± 7 μT for
interface B (total 95% error; Figure 3b), also within error of each other. The errors and uncertainties on
these values are discussed in section 4.1. These values are lower limits given the likely decrease in island
size across the CZ regions we analyzed.

Although our recovered paleointensities are >0 μT to 95% confidence, we made certain that our measured
remanences could not reflect the absence of a field by calculating the range of paleointensities we would
expect for equal probabilities that an island adopts any one of the six possible magnetization directions
(expected magnetization configuration in the absence of a field) over 47,000 islands with a radius of 42 nm
and 190,000 islands with a radius of 21 nm (encompassing the range of island sizes and numbers that we pos-
sibly analyzed). The mathematical details of this method are described by Bryson et al. (2017). We repeated
this process 10,000 times, finding that 95% of these calculations produce paleointensities ≤0.5 and ≤2.0 μT
for 42 and 21 nm islands, respectively (Figure 4). Regardless of the island size we adopt, our recovered pale-
ointensities are greater than these limits, allowing us to exclude with 95% confidence the possibility that our
XPEEM images correspond to the absence of a field.

The recovered paleodirections have 95% confidence ellipses of 11◦ and 37◦ along interfaces A and B, respec-
tively, taking into account the measurement uncertainty (scatter in average XMCD values extracted from
location to location along an interface). These values are shown in Figure 3a as the 95% confidence ellipses.
Our analysis procedure provides the projection of the field direction along each of the three possible
tetrataenite easy axis directions along a given interface. Interface A and B are located in separate grains
(Figure 1) with different crystallographic orientations, so we had to map the recovered directions onto the
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Figure 4. Cumulative probability distribution showing the paleointensities
of 10,000 simulated CZs with equal probability that its islands adopt any
one of the six possible magnetization directions, corresponding to the
magnetic configuration expected in the absence of an external magnetic
field (see Bryson et al., 2017). We conducted simulations with 47,000
islands with radii of 42 nm and 190,000 islands with radii of 21 nm,
encompassing the possible range of island sizes and numbers we analyzed.
The vertical dashed lines marks 95% of the simulations, suggesting that
recovered paleointensities >0.5 μT and >2 μT for islands with radii of 42
and 21 nm, respectively, are inconsistent with zero field magnetization at
the 95% confidence level.

same directional framework to mutually orient our recovered directions
and assess whether they are unidirectional. We accomplished this by first
estimating the directions of the three possible easy axes along each inter-
face relative to the bounding box of the images from the values of the
XMCD intensity of the domains in the tetrataenite rim at each sample
rotation. We then generated the rotation matrix relating these axes and
applied it to the directions recovered from the different CZ regions along
each interface. The orientations we recovered from the XMCD intensi-
ties in the rim were not orthogonal (most likely because of slight moment
relaxation), introducing an error in the recovered paleodirections (see
supporting information). The 95% confidence error associated with this
uncertainty is 16◦ and 34◦ along interfaces A and B, respectively, which
is similar to the 95% confidence angle calculated from the measurement
uncertainty.

The paleodirections we recover are unidirectional, and the paleointen-
sities we recover are greater than zero, indicating that Portales Valley
recorded a spatially uniform field over a relatively long time period (likely
tens to hundreds of years) at ∼100 Myr after CAI formation.

3.2. Asteroid Thermal Modeling
A summary of the results of our partially differentiated asteroid ther-
mal evolution models is shown in Figure 5. Our models demonstrate
that the late accretion of cold chondrules to the surface of differentiated
bodies can result in the addition of an undifferentiated layer on these
bodies, producing partially differentiated bodies (Figure 5b). We defined
that a random parameter combination produced an acceptable fit to the
measured ages if R ≤ 27 ◦C, which corresponds to 95% of parameter com-
binations with S ≤ 6 (Figure 5c). We find that wide ranges of r1, t1, and
r2 are capable of producing acceptable fits to the measured H chondrite

ages (Figures 5a, 5d, and 5e) and measured cooling rates (Figure 6) of multiple H chondrites. The primary
parameter that controls the values of R and S is t2, which produces acceptable values of these parameters
between 2.3 and 2.5 Myr after CAI formation (Figures 5d and 5e). The fit quality is also controlled to a lesser
extent by the thickness of the added chondritic layer (r2 − r1). The relatively short duration of the period
that produces acceptable fits stems from exponential changes in the amount of heat generated by the decay
of 26Al associated with small changes in t2. Any difference in the values of t2 that produce the best fits in
our models and the accretion times recovered from previous models of undifferentiated bodies (Doyle et al.,
2015; Henke et al., 2013; Kleine et al., 2008; Monnereau et al., 2013) originates from the different values of
the initial concentration of 26Al in the chondritic material, the adopted heat capacity of the material in the
models and the additional heat supplied to the chondritic layer from the initial body. We achieved our best
fit (R = 14.5 ◦C, S = 5) for r1 = 65 km, t1 = 0.6 Myr after CAI formation, r2 = 178 km and t2 = 2.45 Myr after
CAI formation (Figure 5a). Our modeled cooling rates at 500 ◦C for the recovered depth of Richardton (19.7
◦C/Myr), Kernouvé (7.3 ◦C/Myr), and Estacado (5.7 ◦C/Myr) are similar to measured values (20 ◦C/Myr for
Richardton and 10 ◦ C/Myr for Kernouvé and Estacado), while our modeled cooling rate of Ste. Marguerite
(46.9 ◦C/Myr) is significantly slower than the measured cooling rate (>10,000 ◦C/Myr; Scott et al., 2014). In
fact, this measured rate is far quicker than that achieved in any of our models, indicating that it is likely due
to a nonideal process not included in our model (e.g., impacts) that could excavate material from depth and
allow it to suddenly cool uncharacteristically quickly.

A summary of the results of our undifferentiated asteroid thermal models is shown in Figure 7. We found
that the parameters that produce acceptable fits in our partially differentiated model also produce accept-
able fits in our undifferentiated model (Figures 7a–7c). Again, the quality of the fit depends primarily on
the time of chondrule accretion and to a lesser extent the thickness of the chondritic layer (which in this
model is the radius of the body). The modeled cooling rates are similar to those recovered from the partially
differentiated body (19.5 ◦C/Myr, 8.7 ◦C/Myr, and 7.5 ◦C/Myr for Richardton, Kernové and Estacado, respec-
tively; the recovered depth of Ste. Marguerite did not reach 500 ◦C in this model). Our undifferentiated body
produced marginally better fits (our best fit produces R = 12.7 ◦C and S = 2 for r = 140 km, t = 2.47 Myr
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Figure 5. Thermal modeling of a partially differentiated H chondrite planetesimal. (a) Measured ages for four
well-dated H chondrites (points) and modeled thermal evolutions (solid lines) for a body with parameters that
produced the lowest R value in this model (r1 = 65 km, r2 = 178 km, t1 = 0.6 Myr after CAI formation and t2 = 2.45
Myr after CAI formation). The depth of each of the modeled thermal evolutions is included next to each curve. The
parameters in this model produce S = 5 and an average total residual value of R = 14.5 ◦C. The geochronological
systems are listed on the right of the figure. The horizontal dashed line depicts the tetrataenite ordering temperature.
(b) All combinations of r2 − r1 and t2 showing the proportion of the added chondritic layer that survives
metamorphism without melting. (c) Plot of the two fit quality metrics. 95% of models with S ≤ 6 have R ≤ 27 ◦C. (d) All
combinations of r2 − r1 and t2 color coded by their R value. (e) All combinations of r2 − r1 and t2 color coded by their S
value. Lower values of R and S correspond to better fits. CAI = calcium-aluminum-rich inclusion.

after CAI formation) than our partially differentiated model due to the slightly prolonged cooling at later
times in our partially differentiated bodies due to their larger size and the gradual conduction of heat from
the interior of the body. In reality, it is possible that the later stages of the thermal evolution of a meteorite
could have be effected by changes in cooling rates caused by processes not included in our model, such as
regolith production and impacts (Warren, 2011). Importantly, the differences in R and S between our par-
tially differentiated and undifferentiated models for similar values of t2 and thickness of chondritic layers are
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Figure 6. Calculated cooling rate evolution from the curves in Figure 4a. Measured metallographic cooling rates
correspond to the cooling rate of a meteorite as it cooled through ∼500 ◦C and are depicted by horizontal gray bars
(Scott et al., 2014). The time that each meteorite reached this temperature is depicted by the colored vertical lines. The
corresponding cooling rate at this time is depicted by the colored horizontal lines. In our model, the peak metamorphic
temperature of Ste. Marguerite only just exceeded 500 ◦C, so this depth cooled through 500 ◦C while its cooling rate
was still increasing. The experimental cooling rate of Ste. Marguerite is ∼10,000 ◦C/Myr, which is far faster than any
cooling rate achieved in our models, so is likely due to a nonideal effects not included in our models (e.g., impacts).
CAI = calcium-aluminum-rich inclusion.

very small compared to the variation in R and S for different parameter combinations within either model.
Furthermore, models of both types of body are capable of readily producing acceptable fits of equally good
quality for a number of parameter combinations. Therefore, the measured ages and cooling rates of multiple
H chondrites equally support an undifferentiated and partially differentiated H chondrite parent body.

The proportion of the chondritic portion of a body that remains unmelted in our partially differentiated
models depends primarily on r2−r1 and t2. Bodies with earlier t2 values produce more radiogenic heat in their
chondritic portions, so this material melts more readily when heat from the center of the body passes into
this material. It is likely that >10% of the radius of the added chondritic material survives metamorphism
without melting for r2 − r1 ≳ 10 km and t2 > 2.5 Myr after CAI formation. This proportion increases as the
thickness of the chondritic layer increases (Figure 5b).

The relatively low internal pressures within asteroid-sized bodies have been proposed to have caused either
outward or inward core solidification depending on the core's light element concentration (Williams, 2009).
Outward core solidification creates a gravitationally unstable density stratification in the core liquid that has
been proposed to have been an efficient mechanism of dynamo generation within cores of asteroid-sized
bodies (Bryson et al., 2019; Nimmo, 2009). Inward core solidification has been proposed to have generated
dynamo activity through exotic, nonconcentric solidification (Bryson et al., 2017; Neufeld et al., 2019; Ruck-
riemen et al., 2015). Although many of the details and timings of these processes are uncertain, it is clear
that a core cannot generate a magnetic field once it had solidified completely. The timing of the end of core
solidification in our model depends primarily on the final radius of the body. Bryson et al. (2019) suggest
that bodies with r2 > 170 km and 2.0 < t2 < 2.5 Myr after CAI formation (period during which radio-
genic abundances were high enough that the peak metamorphic temperatures of the H chondrites could be
achieved through radiogenic heating) had at least partially molten cores at 100 Myr after CAI formation,
so could feasibly have generated magnetic fields when the CZ in Portales Valley recorded its remanence.
Our models of partially differentiated bodies with r2 in this range are capable of producing thermal evolu-
tions with acceptable fits to the measured H chondrite ages (Figure 8). It is therefore possible that partially
differentiated bodies with a wide range of radii can explain the measured thermal evolution and remanent
magnetization of the H chondrites.

4. Discussion
4.1. Uncertainties in Field Properties Recovered From the Cloudy Zone
Maurel et al. (2019) outline three sources of uncertainty in paleointensity and paleodirection estimates recov-
ered from XPEEM measurements of the CZ: (1) statistical uncertainty due to analyzing a limited number
of islands; (2) measurement uncertainty due to scatter in IA, I′A, and I′′A from location to location (see Sup-
porting Information S1); (3) uncertainties in the bulk Ni concentration of the CZ that impacts the statistical
uncertainty by effecting the size of islands when the meteorite cooled through 320 ◦C. Regarding the statis-
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Figure 7. Thermal modeling of an undifferentiated H chondrite planetesimal. (a) Measured ages for four well-dated H
chondrites (points) and modeled thermal evolutions (solid lines) for a body with parameters that produced the lowest R
value in this model (r = 140 km and t = 2.47 Myr after CAI formation). The depth of each of the modeled thermal
evolutions is included next to each curve. The parameters in this model produce an average total residual value of
R = 12.7 ◦C and S = 2. The geochronological systems are listed on the right of the figure. (b) All combinations of r and
t color coded by the R value of the simulation. (c) All combinations of r and t color coded by the S value of the
simulation. (d) Calculated cooling rate evolution from the curves in (a). Measured metallographic cooling rates
correspond to the cooling rate of a meteorite as it cooled through ∼500 ◦C and are depicted by horizontal gray bars
(Scott et al., 2014). The time that each meteorite reached this temperature is depicted by the colored vertical lines. The
corresponding cooling rate at this time is depicted by the colored horizontal lines. The recovered depth of Ste.
Marguerite in this model did not reach 500 ◦C. CAI = calcium-aluminum-rich inclusion.

tical uncertainty, we analyzed between 47,000 and 190,000 islands along each interface depending on rate
of decrease of island size across the CZ in our sample (see section 2.3). According to the analysis of Maurel
et al. (2019) and Berndt et al. (2016), and adopting an island radius of 78% of the islands at the present day
at the time of tetrataenite ordering (Maurel et al., 2019) and a 14-μT field (the average lower limit recov-
ered from the two interfaces we studied), these island numbers produce statistical uncertainties between 2%
and 6%. The measurement uncertainty in our recovered paleointensities is 63% (12 μT) and 78% (7 μT) for
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Figure 8. All combinations of r2 and t2 from our partially differentiated model color coded by (a) R and (b) S values of
the simulation. The dashed black line depicts r2 = 170 km, which represents the critical radius above which bodies can
have at least partially liquid cores at 100 Myr after CAI formation, so could feasibly have been generating a magnetic
field at the time that Portales Valley recorded its remanence (Bryson et al., 2019). A wide range of r2 values >170 km
produce acceptable fits. CAI = calcium-aluminum-rich inclusion.

interfaces A and B, respectively. These values were calculated from the standard deviations in the paleoin-
tensities recovered from each location along each interface (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) and
likely reflect variations in the properties of the X-ray beam and the direction and intensity of magnetostatic
interaction fields from location to location. The Ni concentration is typically uncertain to ±1%, which corre-
sponds to a 15% uncertainty in paleointensity (Maurel et al., 2019). Together, these three uncertainties yield
total maximum uncertainties of 65% (12 μT) and 80% (7 μT) for interface A and B, respectively. These values
are dominated by the measurement uncertainty. These total errors are inconsistent with a recovered paleoin-
tensity of 0 μT, so our data indicate that the CZ in Portales Valley experienced a field when its islands ordered
to form tetrataenite. This conclusion is supported by the range of possible field intensities we calculate from
simulated island magnetization configurations expected in the absence of a field (Figure 4).

Another potentially significant source of uncertainty not included in the approach outlined by Maurel et al.
(2019) or section 2.3 is island-island magnetostatic interactions. The proximity of the islands in the CZ means
that fields emanating from one island could influence the magnetization of neighboring islands. This is
almost certainly the case among the coarsest islands, which are separated by distances less than their size.
If the underlying CZ island magnetization is random (expected configuration in the absence of an external
field), this interaction field is also expected to be randomly oriented across the CZ. This field is therefore
not expected to impart a uniform remanence across the CZ from location to location and certainly not from
interface to interface. This prediction is verified by the results of Nichols et al. (2016, 2018), who recov-
ered random island magnetization directions and very weak paleointensities (probably <1 μT and certainly
within error of zero; Maurel et al., 2019) from younger pallasites and IAB iron meteorites. This observation
demonstrates that interactions between islands do not introduce uniform remanences across the CZ. In the
presence of an external field, the field experienced by each island across a meteorite is likely a combination
of this uniform external field and the local interaction field experienced by each island. In this scenario, it is
possible that the remanence carried by the CZ contains a uniform component imparted by the external field.
Importantly, the extent of the uniformity introduced by the external field could be influenced and possibly
reduced by the local interaction fields. A detailed micromagnetic study of the role of interaction fields on CZ
island magnetization has yet to be conducted, so their effect is not included in the paleointensity recovery
approach detailed in section 2.3. Importantly, interactions could potentially represent a significant source of
uncertainty in our recovered paleointensities. If a future study quantifies the effect of these interactions on
the magnetization of the CZ, we could use this result to recover more reliable paleointensities from the data
presented in the current study. Regardless of the uncertainties associated with magnetostatic interactions,
our observation of relatively uniform paleodirections from location to location and interface to interface as
well as our recovered nonzero paleointensities are not expected in the absence of a field, indicating that
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the CZ in Portales Valley experienced a field when it chemically ordered. Crucially, the key conclusions we
draw regarding the partially differentiated state of the H chondrite parent body rely only on Portales Valley
having experienced an ancient field, rather than the paleointensity of this field. Hence, the reliability of this
conclusion is not affected by uncertainties introduced by island-island magnetostatic interactions.

4.2. Nature of the Field That Magnetized Portales Valley
The unidirectional remanence we measured in Portales Valley indicates that this meteorite recorded a rel-
atively long-lived field (tens to hundreds of years) compared to the lifetime of impact-generated fields and
the timescale of variations in the solar wind field at ∼100 Myr after CAI formation over a long period.

The small values of the average XMCD intensities extracted from the CZ along both interfaces imply that
the NRM is a small percentage of the saturation magnetization, indicating that the magnetization of the CZ
in our sample of Portales Valley has not been overprinted by a hand magnet (see results of Gattacceca &
Rochette, 2004, for examples of strong remanences in overprinted meteorites). Furthermore, the coercivity
of tetrataenite in the CZ ranges from 0.2 to >2.0 T (Bryson, Church, et al., 2014; Néel et al., 1964; Uehara
et al., 2011), requiring direct exposure to a very strong rare Earth magnet to alter its remanence. If our
sample had been remagnetized by such a hand magnet, we would expect to recover paleointensities in this
range. These values are orders of magnitude more intense than the values we recover, further supporting
the pristine nature of the NRM carried by our sample of Portales Valley.

It has been suggested previously that the remanence carried by other chondrites could have been imparted
by fields generated by the nebula (Cisowski, 1987), the solar wind (Tarduno et al., 2017) or impacts (Mux-
worthy et al., 2017). The young age of NRM acquisition in Portales Valley (∼100 Myr after CAI formation;
Bogard & Garrison, 2009) rules out direct magnetization by the nebular field, which had dissipated by
<3.8–4.8 Myr after CAI formation (Gattacceca et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017). The longevity of the recording
period in Portales Valley (likely tens to hundreds of years) excludes direct magnetization by the solar wind
field, which varies in orientation over a period of just a few days, resulting in a time-averaged intensity dur-
ing the early solar system >3 orders of magnitude weaker than our recovered paleointensities (Oran et al.,
2018). Additionally, Nichols et al. (2016, 2018) recovered random magnetization directions and very weak
paleointensities from XPEEM measurements of young pallasites and the IAB iron meteorites. These mete-
orites experienced the solar wind field at a broadly similar time to Portales Valley, so this weak remanence
demonstrates that the solar wind does not impart a recoverable remanence to the CZ. Prolonged remanence
acquisition by the CZ also rules out transient fields generated by impacts, which are expected to last ≲10 s
on asteroid-sized bodies (e.g., Crawford & Schultz, 2000). Furthermore, Portales Valley contains annealed
microstructural evidence that it last experienced a significant impact (>5 GPa) when it was >800–1000 ◦C
(Ruzicka et al., 2015), above the Curie temperature of any of the magnetic phases found in this meteorite
(Rochette et al., 2003, 2008). Therefore, Portales Valley was incapable of recording a remanence of any mag-
netic fields it may have experienced immediately following this impact. Finally, the CZ islands recorded a
new remanence as they ordered to form tetrataenite (Einsle et al., 2018), meaning that, even in the extremely
unlikely and unexpected scenario that the parent taenite phase had somehow acquired a remanence, this
remanence is not reflected in the magnetization of the tetrataenite islands.

It is conceivable that a remanence imparted by an external field source to the early (first 5–10 Myr of the
solar system) H chondrite crust could have generated a static remanent field that subsequently imparted
a remanence to the CZ in Portales Valley (see Fu et al., 2012, for an example of a meteorite that has been
proposed to have been magnetized by such a field). To assess this possibility, we characterized the magne-
tization of the H4 chondrite Forest Vale (summarized in Table S2 in the supporting information), which
cooled sufficiently quickly (10,000 ◦C/Myr through ∼500 ◦C) that it preserved the magnetic properties of the
H chondrite crust from this early period (Gattacceca et al., 2014; Scott et al., 2014). Our alternating field (AF)
demagnetization measurements (Kirschvink, 1980, 2008; Stephenson, 1993; Tauxe & Staudigel, 2004, 1993;
Weiss & Tikoo, 2014), viscous relaxation measurements, and stray field calculations demonstrate that this
meteorite can only acquire a low-coercivity anhysteretic remanent magnetization (an analog for thermore-
manent magnetization) that is weak, unstable, and easily susceptible to pressure demagnetization (Tikoo
et al., 2015; see Supporting Information S1). These observations indicate that it is extremely unlikely that
the ancient H chondrite crust was capable of acquiring and preserving a crustal remanence and generat-
ing a strong and stable remanent field when Portales Valley recorded its remanence, indicating that this
phenomenon is not the source of the remanence in Portales Valley.
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The longevity and age of the field we recover from Portales Valley are consistent with the expected proper-
ties of fields generated by dynamo activity (Bryson et al., 2019; Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013; Weiss et al.,
2010). Coupled with the inconsistent properties of this field with potential external sources, this observation
indicates that Portales Valley experienced a dynamo field. These fields are generated by the organized advec-
tion of molten metal in a planetary core, implying that the H chondrite parent body contained a metallic
core. Combined with the unmelted nature of the H chondrites, this observation indicates that the H chon-
drite parent body contained both unmelted material and material that partially melted and differentiated.
This conclusion suggests that the H chondrite parent body was partially differentiated and consisted of an
unmelted exterior atop a differentiated interior. Our asteroid thermal modeling demonstrates that such bod-
ies could have formed through incremental accretion and that the thermal evolution of these bodies can
be consistent with the measured ages (Figures 5a, 5d, and 5e) and cooling rates (Figure 6) of multiple H
chondrites. Additionally, these models demonstrate that the cores of these bodies could have been partially
molten (i.e., feasibly capable of generating compositionally driven dynamo fields) at the time Portales Valley
recorded a remanence for final radii ≳170 km (Figure 8). Together, the measured remanent magnetization
and thermal evolution of the H chondrite parent body are consistent with a partially differentiated parent
asteroid, suggesting that such bodies formed during the early solar system.

Two other pieces of evidence exist that potentially support a partially differentiated H chondrite parent
body. First, the IIE iron meteorites contain silicate inclusions with geochemical and isotopic affinities to
the H chondrites, indicating that these meteorites originate from metal pools embedded in the mantle of
an H chondrite-like body. The lithology of these inclusions range from unmelted and chondrule-bearing to
completely molten, providing independent evidence that H chondrite-like parent bodies could possibly be
partially differentiated (Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013). Second, the partially melted nature of Portales Valley
supports the partial differentiation of its parent body if this meteorite was heated solely by the decay of 26Al
(Ruzicka et al., 2005).

4.3. Implications of Partially Differentiated Asteroids
Our thermal and magnetic observations are consistent with episodic accretion of chondrules and other chon-
drite components to form the H chondrite parent body. Johansen et al. (2015) predict that asteroids with
radii >100 km likely gained a significant portion of their final mass through the late-stage addition of chon-
drules atop an initial planetesimal seed. This predicted accretion scenario is extremely similar to asteroid
growth mechanism adopted in this study. This predicted size range also agrees with the range we recover
for the H chondrite parent body based on both the thermal evolution and the timing of the end of core solid-
ification (Figures 5 and 8), supporting the hypothesis that some asteroids underwent episodic accretion of
chondrules.

We assume in our model that both accretion events are instantaneous. Although this accretion timescale
is impossible and we adopted it for simplicity, the similarity in chondrule size and chemistry across differ-
ent members of the same chondrite group and the estimated turbulent diffusion timescales during nebula
accretion indicate that chondritic material accreted over short periods (<0.2 Myr; Alexander, 2005). Indeed,
previous modeling studies suggest the thermal evolution of bodies that formed by gradual accretion over
short time periods can agree with that measured from the H chondrites (Monnereau et al., 2013). Given our
results suggest that instantaneous chondrule accretion at times between 2.3 and 2.5 Myr after CAI formation
produces acceptable fits to the measured H chondrite ages, we expect that a gradual second accretion event
spanning ∼2.3–2.5 Myr after CAI formation will introduce a similar amount of heat to the chondritic por-
tion of the final body, so likely also produce acceptable fits to the measured H chondrite thermal evolutions.
As our recovered range of t2 values that produce acceptable fits is close to the end of our range of possible t1
times (0.0–2.0 Myr after CAI formation), it may be possible that one prolonged accretion event lasting from
sometime <2.0 to ∼2.5 Myr after CAI formation could also produce partially differentiated bodies (Lichten-
berg et al., 2018) that could be consistent with the measured magnetization and thermal evolution of the H
chondrites.

If the accretion events in the incremental scenario supported by this study differed in time by 105–106 years,
it is possible that the material added to the body during each event could originate from separate chemical
and isotopic reservoirs present at different times and locations in the early solar system. This accretion his-
tory challenges a central common assumption of modern meteorite classification schemes that meteorite
groups are samples of distinct parent planetesimals that form from material originating from individual
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reservoirs (Weiss & Elkins-Tanton, 2013; Wiesberg et al., 2006). Instead, it is possible that incremental
accretion could produce chondrites and achondrites that originate from the same, radially layered, partially
differentiated body that need not share the same genetic chemical and isotopic origin. As such, it is possible
that the great diversity of meteorite groups reflected in these classification schemes may belie underlying
simpler genetic relationships between these groups.

Finally, our observations suggest that the surface of an asteroid may not be representative of its internal
structure and composition. Specifically, our modeling suggests that asteroids with chondritic surfaces could
have varying extents of internal melting and differentiation. The different internal structures in partially
differentiated and undifferentiated bodies would produce different density profiles with depth throughout
these bodies, so it may be possible to use this property to distinguish between these types of asteroid and
assess the extent of internal melting and differentiation within bodies with primitive surfaces (Weiss et al.,
2012).

5. Conclusions
• The parent asteroids of chondrites are thought not to have partially melted through endogenic heating and

hence are not believed to have undergone igneous differentiation and core formation.
• We measured the magnetic remanence carried in metal veins in the H6 ordinary chondrite Portales Valley

using synchrotron X-ray microscopy. We found that nanostructures in these veins recorded a spatially-
uniform magnetic remanence as they formed during low-temperature recrystallization over a relatively
long period (tens to hundreds of years) at ∼100 Myr after CAI formation. This observation indicates this
meteorite experienced a late-stage and relatively long-lived magnetic field.

• The longevity and age of this field are inconsistent with external sources of magnetic field such as the
nebula, solar wind, or impacts. Instead, these properties are consistent with those expected for fields gener-
ated by internal core dynamo activity, indicating that the H chondrite parent body contained an advancing
metallic core and was, therefore, partially differentiated.

• Thermal evolution models demonstrate that incremental accretion over 105–106 years can result in par-
tially differentiated bodies with thermal histories that agree with the measured ages and cooling rates of
multiple H chondrites. These models also demonstrate that such bodies can have partially molten cores at
∼100 Myr after CAI formation, so could have feasibly generated a dynamo field at the time that Portales
Valley recorded its remanence.

• These observations support a spectrum of internal differentiation within some asteroids with chondritic
surfaces, suggest that accretion could have been a prolonged process and hint that a single body could be
composed of material from multiple chemical and isotopic reservoirs present in the early solar system,
permitting diverse meteorite groups to possibly originate from a common, radially-heterogeneous parent
asteroid.
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details of our asteroid thermal evolution model results and the details of the alternating17

field demagnetisation measurements of the Forest Vale H4 chondrite.18

Text S1. XPEEM measurement and analysis details19

We captured X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) images along two20

interfaces in our sample of Portales Valley (termed interface A and B, Fig. 1). During21

our first beam time, when we captured images along interface A, we only observed twin22

domains in the tetrataenite rim with two of the three possible tetrataenite easy axes.23

Although this has not been observed in previous XPEEM measurements of the cloudy24

zone (CZ) (Bryson et al., 2014, 2015; Nichols et al., 2016; Bryson et al., 2017; Nichols25

et al., 2018), this observation is physically reasonable and can be explained by a field26

orientation approximately perpendicular to one of the possible easy axes such that a27

negligible number of domains with this easy axis formed in the tetrataenite rim. Based28

on this observation, we assumed that this easy axis is also absent from the tetrataenite29

islands in the CZ along this interface. This scenario provides us with the qualitative30

constraint that the component of the paleofield along this easy axis direction was weak or31

absent, although any limit on the field intensity along this direction is difficult to quantify.32

Consequently we do not attempt to constrain the value of the paleointensity along this33

axis. All three tetrataenite easy axes were present along interface B. A schematic showing34

the relative magnetisation directions of the rim and CZ along this interface is shown in35

Fig. S1.36

The equations, key details and uncertainties in our analysis procedure are presented in37

the main text. We performed two analysis procedures on the average XMCD intensity38

values extracted from the XPEEM images. In procedure 1, we calculated field components39
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from the average value of the IA values extracted from each location along each interface.40

In procedure 2, we calculated field components from the individual values of IA extracted41

from each location separately. We believe that procedure 1 is more accurate as it calculates42

field properties by comparing the average of all of the IA values along one interface to43

Ix, I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz and I−z, which themselves are average values calculated from multiple44

locations along an interface. In particular, procedure 1 also averages out the measurement45

uncertainty introduced by variations in the remanence from location to location along an46

interface. The average paleointensities and paleodirections presented in Fig. 3 in the47

main text were calculated using this analysis procedure. In procedure 2, we calculated48

field properties by comparing the individual IA values extracted from each image to Ix,49

I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz and I−z, which we believe is not as accurate a comparison as that in50

procedure 1. However, procedure 2 does provide multiple estimates of the paleofield51

properties (one from each location studied), enabling the uncertainty in the recovered52

paleofield properties along a single interface to be constrained. The 95% uncertainty on53

the recovered paleointensities (Fig. S2a) and paleodirections calculated from the standard54

deviations recovered from this approach are included as the measurement uncertainties55

discussed in the main text. The average value of the paleointensities recovered from56

procedure 2 along interface A and B are 20 µT and 7 µT, respectively (dashed grey lines57

in Fig. S2), which are very similar to the values recovered using procedure 1 (19 µT and58

9 µT, respectively, Fig. 3 in the main text).59

Text S2. XPEEM results60

Along interface A, the absence of one of the possible easy axes means the pre-mapped61

field orientation along this interface is restricted to a circle rather than a sphere because62
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we had no constraint on the field intensity along the absent easy axis direction. As63

discussed in Section S1, we believe that the component of this field along this direction64

is weak or absent, justifying placing all of the recovered directions onto a circle. As there65

was no experimental constraint on the error in the direction along the absent direction,66

we simply assumed that the spread in the directions was Fisherian, which produced the67

95% confidence α95 ellipses included in Fig. 3 in the main text. This error is calculated68

using procedure 2 and is relatively small (11◦). When calculating the crystallographic69

axes for each interface from the XCMD intensities extracted from the tetrataenite rim, we70

recovered non-orthogonal axes (rotated axes separated by 76◦, 89◦ and 90◦ along interface71

A and 89◦, 96◦ and 127◦ along interface B), most likely because of magnetic relaxation72

of the domains in the tetrataenite rim. This has the effect of introducing an additional73

uncertainty onto our rotation corrected directions, which was 16◦ along interface A, similar74

to the error calculated from the range of values extracted from multiple locations along75

the interface.76

We calculated the paleofield properties from each individual location that we imaged77

using procedure 2 outlined in Section S1. Along interface A, the average of the calculated78

paleodirections across the different regions is fairly constant for the first 11 locations (10 -79

35◦) and then changes suddenly by ∼45◦ between two of the locations studied, after which80

it fairly constant (50 - 75◦) for the remaining 7 locations (Fig. S3). The two analysed81

locations on either side of this change are separated by ∼160 µm, which is larger than82

the typical separation distance (∼10 - 20 µm). The paleointensities calculated from the83

individual locations (Fig. S2a) gradually increases by a factor of ∼2 - 3 systematically84

with distance along the interface (∼2 mm). These variations could possibly reflect changes85
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in the direction and amplification of the magnetic flux through the magnetically-soft86

kamacite lamellae caused by microstructural features.87

Along interface B, the average of the recovered paleointensities and paleodirections does88

not vary as much as along interface A (Fig. S2b). The variation in the paleodirections89

calculated from each image (37◦) and the uncertainty associated with axis rotation (34◦)90

produce directional errors that are both larger along interface B than interface A. Crit-91

ically, a total 95% confidence interval <90◦ indicates that an interface has experienced92

a field that caused systematic alignment of the remanence across a large number of CZ93

islands. Even when combining the maximum errors from both sources along interface B,94

the total uncertainty is below this critical value, so we are confident that this interface ex-95

perienced a field. This conclusion is supported by our paleointensity constraints recovered96

from this interface (Figs. 3 and 4 in the main text).97

Text S3. Asteroid thermal evolution details98

We adopted a relatively straightforward model of asteroid thermal evolution. The math-99

ematical details, assumptions and uncertainties in these models are presented by (Bryson100

et al., under review). The adopted H chondrites ages (Kleine et al., 2008; Amelin et al.,101

2005; Blinova et al., 2007; Bouvier et al., 2007; Trieloff et al., 2003; Göpel et al., 1994) are102

presented in Tables S1. The models conducted by (Bryson et al., under review) finished103

once the core of the body had completely solidified and magnetic fields could no longer be104

actively generated. This occurred before the youngest measured H chondrite age (∼180105

Myr after calcium-aluminium-rich [CAI] formation, younger limit on 244Pu-fission track106

age from Estacado) in some of the smaller bodies we considered. Hence, if core solidifi-107

cation finished at <180 Myr after CAI formation in the models in the present study, we108
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continued to model the thermal evolution of the body until 180 Myr after CAI forma-109

tion by conducting heat throughout the entire body so we could compared our calculated110

thermal evolutions to all of the measured H chondrite ages. We adopted a thermal diffu-111

sivity value of the core κc = 4.5 × 10-6 m2 s−1, which was calculated from a core thermal112

conductivity kc = 30 W K−1 m−1 (Opeil et al., 2012), a core density ρc = 7800 kg m−3113

and a core heat capacity Cp,c = 850 J kg−1 K−1 (Bryson et al., under review).114

Text S4. Asteroid thermal evolution results115

We assessed the quality of each model we conducted by comparing the calculated ther-116

mal evolution at depth throughout the chondritic portion of the body to the measured117

radiometric ages and cooling rates of four well-dated H chondrites (Ste. Marguerite,118

Richardton, Kernouvé and Estacado) (Fig. 5 in the main text, Table S1). We also119

compared our modelled thermal evolutions to the ages and cooling rates of five extra120

H chondrites (Forest Vale, Nadiabondi, Allegan, Mt. Browne, Guare∼na) that have ei-121

ther been radiometrically dated with relatively poor accuracy and/or with relatively few122

thermochronometers (Fig. S4a, Table S1). The total minimum residual values and score123

calculated from these five extra meteorites are termed Rex and Sex, respectively (Fig.124

S4b,c). The range of r2 − r1 values that produce acceptable fits to these five extra mete-125

orites is similar to that of the first four meteorites, while the range of t2 values is wider126

than that that produces acceptable fits to the first four meteorites (compare Figs. S4b,c127

and 4d,e). Hence, we chose not to use these five extra meteorites to constrain the value of128

t2 as it does not improve our constraints on the values of the times that produce acceptable129

fits to the measured ages. However, we note here that our model produces acceptable fits130

to both the well-dated and less well-dated groups of H chondrites for the same parameter131
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values (Figs. S4b,c and 4d,e), demonstrating that the thermal evolution in our partially132

differentiated models agrees with all the measured H chondrite ages.133

Our model is idealised, an example of which is instantaneous accretion. As discussed134

in the main text, the accretion events will not have been instantaneous and instead could135

have possibly lasted a few hundred thousand years. It is also possible that one continuous,136

gradual accretion event over perhaps a million years could also produce partially differ-137

entiated bodies (Lichtenberg et al., 2018). In this case, the rate of addition of chondritic138

material is slower than that in our idealised model, meaning that the volume of material139

added to the body during a given time period is less, which could cause increased melting140

of the earliest material added during the second event. However, the Peclet number, Pe,141

which in this case can be approximated as:142

Pe ≈ (r2 − r1)
2

κt2
, (1)

where κ is the thermal diffusivity of the added chondritic material (3 × 10−7 m2 s−1),143

provides us with an estimate on the relative rate of heat transfer by advection and con-144

duction within the body as a whole. A nominal thickness of chondritic material of 100 km145

and t2 of 3 Myr produces Pe ≈ 100. Hence, even if addition lasted hundreds of thousands146

of years, the chondritic material is being added far faster than heat is conducted through147

this material and we expect that some chondritic material could therefore have survived148

parent body heating during gradual accretion as long as a sufficient volume of material is149

added (Fig. 5b).150

Text S5. Forest Vale Alternating Field Demagnetisation Methods151
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We conducted superconducting moment magnetometry measurements combined with152

alternating field (AF) demagnetisation of the Forest Vale H4 chondrite to assess the pa-153

leomagnetic fidelity and investigate the origin of the remanence carried by this meteorite.154

Using these measurements, we also constrained the intensity and stability of a crustal155

remanence imparted to the ancient H chondrite parent body by an external field within156

the first ∼5 - 10 Myr of the solar system.157

Forest Vale is a quickly cooled (∼10,000 ◦C Myr-1), unshocked (S1) H4 chondrite that158

fell in 1942 (Scott et al., 2014). The quick cooling rate of this meteorite means it is159

a preserved record of the magnetic properties of the H chondrite crust dating from the160

early evolution of this body (∼7 Myr after CAI formation; Göpel et al. (1994)). Hence,161

this meteorite allows us to assess whether the ancient H chondrite crust could have been162

imparted with a stable remanence that persisted for millions of years and generated a163

remanent field that possibly magnetised Portales Valley at ∼100 Myr after CAI forma-164

tion. Such remanent fields have previously been suggested as the origin of the remanent165

magnetisation of other meteorites (e.g., Fu et al. (2012)).166

Our sample of Forest Vale was loaned by the United States National Museum (USNM,167

sample number 2319 5). The sample had fusion crust along one edge and extended at168

most 11 mm from the fusion crust. We cut 5 subsamples ∼2 - 3 mm large with increasing169

distance from the fusion crust. Two subsamples (FVd and FVe) had fusion crust on one170

face and extended ∼2 mm into the interior of the meteorite, another subsample (FVb)171

spanned a distance of 5 - 7 mm from the fusion crust, and the final two subsamples (FVa172

and FVg) spanned a distance of 9 - 10 mm from the fusion crust. We termed FVd and173

FVe fusion-crust-bearing subsamples and FVa, FVb and FVg interior subsamples.174
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We performed magnetometry measurements and AF demagnetisation on these sub-175

samples using a 2G Enterprises Superconducting Rock Magnetometer (755) housed in176

a magnetically shielded room at the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory (DC field <200177

nT) equipped with an automatic sample handing and degaussing system (Kirschvink et178

al., 2008). All subsamples were demagnetised using an automated three-axis procedure179

(AF, UAFX1, UAFX2) up to 145 mT. The AF was applied along each orthogonal axis180

followed by a moment measurement and the data were averaged following the Zijderveld-181

Dunlop procedure to mitigate the effects of spurious anhysteretic remanent magnetisation182

(ARM) or gyromagnetic remanent magnetisation (GRM; Stephenson (1993)). Natural183

remanent magnetisation (NRM) components were identified using principal component184

analysis (PCA; Kirschvink (1980)). We also used PCA to calculate the mean angular185

deviation (MAD) and deviation angle (dANG) from the origin of each component (Tauxe186

& Staudigel, 2004) to test whether a component trends towards the origin.187

After NRM demagnetisation, we applied and subsequently demagnetised ARMs with188

bias fields ranging between 50 - 1000 µT in AC fields of 260 mT to constrain the intensity189

of the field that imparted the NRMs. We adopted this non-heating method because the190

magnetic phases found in ordinary chondrites undergo phase transitions upon heating191

(martensite reverts to taenite) that are expected to alter the remanence carried by this192

meteorite. We calculated paleointensity estimates, BARM , using:193

BARM =
∆NRM

∆ARM

b

f ′
, (2)

where ∆NRM and ∆ARM are the measured changes in NRM and ARM over a given194

coercivity range, respectively, b is the strength of the laboratory bias field and f ′ is the195
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ratio of thermal remanent magnetisation (TRM) to ARM. We adopted a value of f ′ =196

1.34, which has previously been calibrated for other kamacite-bearing meteorite samples197

(Weiss & Tikoo, 2014). The parameters used in these calculations are uncertain to a198

factor of ∼5 (Bryson et al., 2017) and the reported errors are the formal 95% confidence199

intervals from Student’s t-test found on curve-fitting.200

We also investigated the paleomagnetic fidelity of subsample FVa by applying ARMs201

with bias fields of 50 µT and 300 µT (in a 260 mT AC field) and attempting to recover202

these bias field values using equation S2 (normalising the demagnetisation of these ARMs203

to that of a 1000 µT bias field ARM). Following Bryson et al. (2017), this procedure204

provides an error metric (E) and a difference metric (D′) that allow us to assess the205

paleomagnetic fidelity of a subsample. Subsamples with values of E > 0.5 and -0.5 > D′206

> 1 have been argued to have poor paleomagnetic fidelity (Bryson et al., 2017).207

Previous rock magnetometry measurements of CZ-bearing silicate samples produced208

complicated and non-trivially interpreted results (Bryson et al., 2017; Weiss et al., 2010;209

Shah et al., 2017). Specifically, it is difficult to determine if these samples even carry210

a stable remanence, let alone accurately recover the properties of an ancient field. This211

difficulty originates from the poor paleomagnetic fidelity of the magnetic microstructure212

within these meteorites, which often includes the CZ, large (>10 µm) grains of kamacite213

and martensite, and plessite (µm-scale intergrown laths of kamacite and tetrataenite).214

The large physical size of the kamacite and plessite grains as well as the very high coer-215

civity of the CZ and poorly-understood magnetic interactions between smaller CZ islands216

(Bryson et al., 2014; Einsle et al., 2018) means these samples produce complicated bulk217

demagnetisation signals (Bryson et al., 2017). Consequently, we chose not to comple-218
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ment our XPEEM measurements of the metal veins in Portales Valley with a detailed219

paleomagnetic study of the silicate-rich portion of this meteorite.220

Text S6. Magnetism of Forest Vale221

6.1 Magnetic properties222

The hysteresis properties of two Forest Vale subsamples have previously been measured223

by Gattacceca et al. (2014). These subsamples display almost completely closed hysteresis224

loops with a ratio of saturation remanent magnetisation (MRS) to saturation magnetisa-225

tion (MS) of 1.5 × 10−3 and coercivity of remanence (BCR) to coercivity (BC) of 30.05.226

These values suggest that this meteorite has poor paleomagnetic fidelity and a magnetic227

mineralogy dominated by large (10 - 100 µm), multidomain Fe-Ni grains (i.e., kamacite,228

martensite and/or taenite).229

6.2 AF demagnetisation230

We AF demagnetised five Forest Vale subsamples. A summary of the results is shown231

in Fig. S5.232

We found that all of our subsamples only carried a low coercivity (LC) component233

to their NRM that was removed by AF intensities between 3.5 - 16 mT for the interior234

subsamples and 32 - 75 mT for the fusion-crust-bearing subsamples (Fig. S5a,b). A com-235

parison of the MAD and dANG shows that the LC components in the interior subsamples236

are not origin-trending, while those that contain fusion crust are origin-trending (Table237

S2). The direction of the LC component is unidirectional among all subsamples expect238

FVa (Fig. S5c). None of the subsamples contain a clear high coercivity (HC) component239

to the NRM blocked above the LC component, and the directions of this magnetisation240

in this coercivity range are scattered (Fig. S5d). This observation suggests that there241
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is no resolvable HC NRM in these subsamples despite the fact that there are significant242

quantities of grains with coercivities in the HC range (Fig. S6). These isothermal re-243

manent magnetisation (IRM) measurements indicate that Forest Vale does not contain244

tetrataenite, consistent with the observations of Bryson et al. (2017) that fast cooling245

rates (&5000 ◦C Myr−1) can inhibit the formation of this phase.246

We constrained the intensity of the field that imparted the NRM to Forest Vale using247

equation S2. The mean of the LC paleointensity estimates calculated using a 50 µT bias248

field ARM across the three interior subsamples and the two fusion-crusted subsamples249

are 102 ± 75 µT and 166 ± 83 µT (1σ), respectively. The average HC paleointensity250

calculated from all five subsamples using the 50 µT bias field is 1.2 ± 11 µT (1σ). This251

value supports the absence of a resolvable HC component. The recovered paleointensities252

for all of the ARMs for both components are detailed in Table S2.253

The absence of a resolvable HC component could either reflect the poor paleomagnetic254

fidelity of this meteorite, or the absence of a magnetic field during cooling, and/or the255

viscous decay or removal of a remanence over the last ∼4.5 billion years. We investigated256

the paleomagnetic fidelity of Forest Vale by attempting to recover the known bias fields257

used to impart various ARMs to subsample FVa using our paleointensity recovery tech-258

nique (equation S2). For a 50 µT bias field ARM (equivalent paleofield of ∼37 µT for a259

thermoremanence given our adopted value of ), this subsample yields a value of E = 0.6260

and a value of D′ = 1.7 in the LC range, and E = 3.2 and D′ = -0.9 in the HC range (Fig.261

S7). All of these values are greater than the critical values for these metrics, indicating262

that Forest Vale has a poor paleomagnetic fidelity at field intensities of a few tens of µT.263

For the 300 µT bias field ARM (equivalent thermoremanence field of ∼225 µT), the LC264
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component values of E = 0.084 and D′ = 0.19 and the HC component values of E = 0.72265

and D′ = 0.31 indicate that a TRM acquired in this high field intensity could likely be266

recovered in the LC coercivity range and possibly in the HC coercivity range using our267

AF methods (Fig. S7).268

These observations imply that a field of a few hundred µT was likely been required to269

impart a resolvable remanence to the H chondrite crust during the early solar system.270

This intensity is far greater than that of most fields present during the early solar system271

(Weiss et al., 2010), suggesting that it is very unlikely that the ancient H chondrite crust272

could have been reliably magnetised at this time.273

6.3 Origin of the magnetisation in Forest Vale274

The uniformity of the LC direction of the fusion-crusted and two of the three inte-275

rior subsamples suggest that this component is terrestrial, most likely either a partial276

thermoremanent magnetisation (pTRM) acquired in Earth’s magnetic field following the277

heating of the surface of the meteorite during atmospheric entry (Weiss et al., 2010) or278

a viscous remanent magnetisation (VRM) acquired over long times at low temperature279

in Earth’s magnetic field, or a weak IRM imparted by a hand magnet (strong enough280

to magnetise the LC grains but not the HC grains). The relatively high paleointensities281

needed to impart a detectable remanence to this meteorite (hundreds of µT) and the282

recovered LC paleointensity of >100 µT favour either a weak IRM or an IRM that has283

decayed considerably since it was applied. Given the dominance of multi-domain mag-284

netic carriers in this meteorite, any IRM applied to Forest Vale would be expected to285

decay fairly quickly. On the other hand, an IRM is expected to produce origin-trending286

LC components, which is inconsistent with our observations from the interior subsamples.287
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This non-origin-trending magnetisation could be the result of spurious ARM acquisition288

during AF demagnetisation. If this is the case, it also also feasible that our large recovered289

paleointensities could partially reflect this spurious ARM. In this case, the LC remanence290

could also be VRM or a pTRM.291

We also studied the effect of pressure on ARMs applied to subsample FVa. We applied292

separate ARMs with bias fields of 50 µT and 300 µT (260 mT AC field) to this sub-293

sample and subsequently applied hydrostatic pressure using a pressure cell in near-zero294

field conditions in our magnetically shielded room (<200 nT) (Tikoo et al., 2015). We295

calculated the fraction of the ARM that remained after each pressure application and296

compared these values to the mean and standard deviation of the ARM remaining across297

the HC range during AF demagnetisation of the NRM carried by this subsample. These298

values correspond to the magnitude and spread, respectively, of the value of the demag-299

netised moment of FVa and hence allow us to constrain the applied pressure at which300

the ARMs are reduced to a value at which we could no longer recover a remanence. We301

find that the ARM imparted with a 300 µT bias field was almost completely receded to302

a non-recoverable value after an applied pressure of 1.8 GPa (Fig. S8a), while the ARM303

imparted with the 50 µT bias field was reduced to this value after an applied pressure as304

weak as 0.2 GPa (Fig. S8b). Forest Vale has a shock classification of S1 (Scott et al.,305

2014), implying that it could have experienced shock pressures up to 5 GPa (Stöffler et306

al., 1991). The quick cooling rate of this meteorite supports a near surface origin, so it is307

possible hat it could have readily experienced shock pressures of a few GPa. It is therefore308

possible that any early NRM acquired by Forest Vale during primary cooling has been309

removed by even small impacts onto the H chondrite parent planetesimal.310
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We also performed a VRM relaxation experiment on FVg by applying a 50 µT ARM (260311

mT AC field) to the subsample and periodically measuring its magnetisation over several312

weeks as this remanence decayed in our magnetically shielded room. Extrapolating the313

measured trend assuming a logarithmic decay over time suggests that FVg should reach314

its AF-demagnetised moment value after just ∼3,500 years (Fig. S9). Accounting for the315

95% error on the logarithmic fit, the range of viscous relaxations times is ∼1,000 - 13,000316

years. Although any such extrapolation is necessarily uncertain (Gattacceca et al., 2016)317

and our sample was at room temperature while the surface of the H chondrite parent body318

would have been at lower temperatures, this decay implies that even if the H chondrite319

crust was somehow magnetised, this remanence would have likely decayed over tens to320

possibly hundreds of thousands of years. It is therefore very unlikely that the H chondrite321

crust carried any remanence when Portales Valley acquired its remanence ∼100 Myr after322

CAI formation (Bogard & Garrison, 2009).323

6.4 Implications for crustal fields on the H chondrite parent body324

We calculated the intensity of the crustal remanent field we would expect for a crust325

composed of FVa-like material containing a TRM acquired in a ∼37 µT field (equivalent326

to a 50 µT ARM). Following Fu et al. (2012), the intensity of a crustal remanent field327

within a spherical hole embedded in a uniformly magnetised crust, B, is given by:328

B =
2

3
µoMρ (3)

where µo is the magnetic permeability of free space (4π× 10−7 H m−1), M is the sample329

magnetisation gained in the presence of a field and ρ is sample density. For a spherical330

sample, this equation simplifies to331
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B = 2 × 10−7
m

r3
(4)

where m is the sample moment and r is the sample radius. Given FVa’s ∼2 mm size, and332

its 50 µT ARM intensity gain of 5.5 × 10−9 A m2, we predict a crust composed of FVa333

that acquired a TRM in a 37 µT field would produce a remanent field intensity of ∼1 µT.334

This estimate is an extreme upper limit on the crustal field that Portales Valley could335

have experienced for two reasons. Firstly, the slow cooling rate of Portales Valley places its336

hypothetical origin tens of kilometres deeper any magnetised crust, which differs from the337

geometry used to derive equation S3. Consequently, we expect that the crustal remanent338

field intensity experienced by Portales Valley could have been orders of magnitude weaker339

than the value we calculate (Nichols et al., 2016). Secondly, we calculated this field340

intensity from the magnetic moment of FVa gained in a ∼37 µT, field which is ∼50 times341

stronger than the ∼0.6 µT upper limit on the solar wind and time-averaged nebular fields342

at >4 Myr after CAI formation (Gattacceca et al., 2016)). We may therefore expect343

a realistic crustal remanent field imparted by these fields could be as weak as ∼12 nT.344

Together, these calculations suggest that a crustal remanence is very likely incapable345

of explaining the paleointensities or unidirectional remanence we recover from Portales346

Valley.347

Together, our observations of Forest Vale indicate that it is unlikely that the ancient H348

chondrite crust was capable of acquiring a reliable and stable remanence in the presence349

of fields with intensities <100 µT (typical intensity of fields in the early solar system).350

Moreover, in the unlikely and unexpected scenario that a remanence was somehow im-351

parted to this crust, this remanence likely decayed within tens or possibly hundreds of352
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thousands of years and would have been too weak to generate a sufficiently intense crustal353

remanent field to explain the magnitude of the remanence we observe within Portales Val-354

ley. Furthermore, the remanence we measure in Forest Vale is very likely terrestrial in355

origin as our pressure demagnetisation measurements suggest that weak pressures of >2356

GPa removed any remanence imparted by field intensities of a few tens to hundreds of357

µT. Additionally, the direction of the LC component of most of our subsamples, including358

internal and fusion-crusted subsamples, is unidirectional, supporting a terrestrial origin of359

this component. Finally, as discussed in the main text, fields supported by the early solar360

wind are expected to directionally vary on a timescale of days (Oran et al., 2018), which361

is much quicker than the cooling timescale Forest Vale indicated by its measured cooling362

rate (0.01 ◦C/yr; Scott et al. (2014)). This cooling timescale is also much longer than363

the expected lifetime of impact generated fields (<10 s; Crawford and Schultz (2000)).364

These observations imply that the fields generated by these phenomena could not impart365

a uniform remanence to the ancient H chondrite crust. Combining all of these observa-366

tions leads us to extremely strongly disfavour a crustal remanence as the origin of the367

remanence we measure in Portales Valley.368
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I-x IxI-y IyI-z Iz Tetrataenite rim

CZ

Figure S1. Schematic of the XMCD intensities and easy axes within the tetrataenite rim and

CZ. The tetrataenite rim contains six domains, each consisting of one of the possible magneti-

sation directions and values of Ix, I−x, Iy, I−y, Iz and I−z. We extracted the values of these

parameters from these domains and used them in equations (3), (4) and (5) in the main text

to recover paleointensities from the average XMCD signals extracted from the CZ. The shades

of red and blue roughly match those in Fig. 2 in the main text. The CZ consists of multiple

tetrataenite islands, each of which adopts one of the possible XMCD intensities found in the

tetrataenite rim.
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Figure S2. Paleointensities recovered from each location we analysed along a interface A and

b interface B using analysis procedure 2 outlined in Section S1. The paleointensities gradually

increases along interface A, while they are roughly constant along interface B. The dashed grey

lines represent the average value of the individual paleointensities recovered along each interface.
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Figure S3. Angles of the pre-mapped directions calculated using the analysis procedure 2

outlined in Section S1 along interface A for all the locations analysed. There is relatively large

change in orientation by about 45◦ between location numbers 11 and 12.
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Figure S4. a Measured ages of 5 extra H chondrites (circles) and modelled thermal evolutions

at various depths (lines) from the same model as in Fig. 5a in the main text. The model

parameters in this simulation are capable of producing acceptable fits to these extra ages, yielding

Rex = 15.4 ◦C and Rex = 1. b All combinations of r2− r1 and t2 colour-coded by their Rex value

of the simulation. c All combinations of r2 − r1 and t2 colour-coded by their Sex value of the

simulation. Compared with Figs. 5d,e in the main text, these five extra meteorites provide a

less restrictive constraint on the r2 − r1 and t2 values that produce acceptable fit values.
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Figure S5. Summary of the AF demagnetisation behaviour of Forest Vale. a Zijderfeld plot

of Forest Vale subsample FVa, which is representative of the interior subsamples we measured.

b Plot of NRM remaining as a function of AF intensity. Interior and fusion crusted samples are

shown by the red and blue curves, respectively. The LC component carried by all of the interior

subsamples are lost very low AF intensities, while the LC components of the the fusion-crusted-

samples are lost at slightly higher AF intensities. c, d Stereoplot of the direction of the LC and

HC components from our subsamples, respectively. The similarity in LC direction between the

fusion crusted and most of the interior subsamples suggests that this component is terrestrial,

most likely a pTRM, VRM or weak/decayed IRM.
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Figure S6. Measured IRM acquisition (blue) of FVa up to 400 mT. The corresponding

coercivity spectrum (red), found by differentiating the IRM curve, shows the relative proportion

of carriers in this subsample with coercivities across the applied field range. The critical coercivity

separating the LC and HC ranges is marked by the vertical dashed line. There are a significant

number of magnetic particles with coercivities in the HC field range.
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Figure S7. Plots of a difference (D′) and b error (E) metrics calculated from our ARM

demagnetisation of FVa. Metric values of E > 0.5 and -0.5 > D′ > 1 are deemed to have poor

paleomagnetic fidelity (marked by the dashed lines; Bryson et al., 2017). Both D′ and E are out

of the reliable range at low fields for the LC and HC component, implying that Forest Vale is

likely incapable of providing reliable paleointensities for thermal fields with intensities of a few

tens of µT from either coercivity range. For thermal field intensities of a few hundred µT, both

values of D′ and the LC value of E are within the acceptable ranges. This result indicates that

reliable paleointensities could likely be recovered from Forest Vale across the LC component and

possibly the HC comment for thermal fields with paleointensities of a few hundred µT.
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Figure S8. The fraction of a 300 µT and b 50 µT bias field ARMs imparted to FVa that remain

after the application of increasing hydrostatic pressure. The mean and standard deviation of the

AF demagnetisation of the NRM across the HC field range are shown as the dashed horizontal

line and grey bar, respectively (Fig. S5b). These values represent the expected fraction of the

ARM remaining at which this remanence could no longer be resolved by AF demagnetisation,

providing estimates of the applied pressure by which the ARM is effectively removed. Some

pressure values are repeated for the 50 µT ARM and the average fraction remaining is shown

by the black line. The 300 µT bias field ARM approaches the demagnetised value at ∼1.8 GPa,

while the 50 µT bias field ARM is demagnetised by 0.2 - 0.5 GPa.
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Figure S9. Viscous relaxation of a 50 µT bias field ARM imparted to FVg. The average and

standard deviation across the HC field range during AF demagnetisation of the NRM carried

by this subsample are shown as the dashed line and dark grey horizontal bar, respectively.

The logarithmic fit to the decay reaches the average demagnetised value after ∼3,500 years.

Accounting for the 95% error in the fit (light grey region), the range of possible times for viscous

relaxation is ∼1,000 - 13,000 years. This behaviour indicates that a remanence of similar strength

imparted to the H chondrite crust will likely decay within tens of thousands of years.
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